Computational searches for stable and metastable structures of water ice and other H:O compositions at TPa pressures have led us to predict that H2O decomposes into H2O2 and a hydrogen-rich phase at pressures of a little over 5 TPa. The hydrogen-rich phase is stable over a wide range of hydrogen contents, and it might play a role in the erosion of the icy component of the cores of gas giants as H2O comes into contact with hydrogen. Metallization of H2O is predicted at a higher pressure of just over 6 TPa, and therefore H2O does not have a thermodynamically stable low-temperature metallic form. We have also found a new and rich mineralogy of complicated water ice phases which are more stable in the pressure range 0.8-2 TPa than any predicted previously.
Computational searches for stable and metastable structures of water ice and other H:O compositions at TPa pressures have led us to predict that H2O decomposes into H2O2 and a hydrogen-rich phase at pressures of a little over 5 TPa. The hydrogen-rich phase is stable over a wide range of hydrogen contents, and it might play a role in the erosion of the icy component of the cores of gas giants as H2O comes into contact with hydrogen. Metallization of H2O is predicted at a higher pressure of just over 6 TPa, and therefore H2O does not have a thermodynamically stable low-temperature metallic form. We have also found a new and rich mineralogy of complicated water ice phases which are more stable in the pressure range 0.8-2 TPa than any predicted previously. Water ice under high pressures is an important component of gas giant planets, and it has been speculated that it is present in the core of Jupiter at pressures as high as 6.4 TPa [1] . The pressures at the centers of massive exoplanets can reach 10 TPa or more [2] , and establishing the properties of materials at TPa pressures is a very difficult task. Knowledge of the equation of state and whether the high-pressure phases are insulating or metallic is particularly important.
Hydrogen and oxygen are, respectively, the most abundant and the third most abundant elements in the solar system [3] . The spatial distributions of elements within planets are understood to some extent, but it is not in general known what chemical compounds are stable at TPa pressures. H 2 O is a stable stoichiometry of the binary H:O system at low temperatures and pressures, and the reaction
is endothermic for all y and z, 0 < y < 2, 0 < z < 1.
TPa pressures are becoming more accessible experimentally, but it is not currently possible to determine the stable stoichiometries of materials at TPa pressures experimentally, or the crystalline structures of any compounds formed. We can, however, make progress using theoretical approaches. The capability to search for thermodynamically stable crystal structures using density functional theory (DFT) methods has developed rapidly in recent years. Here we report searches for stable structures of various H:O stoichiometries using DFT methods, which have allowed us to investigate the stability of H 2 O and of other stoichiometries at TPa pressures.
Static-compression diamond-anvil-cell experiments have given us a great deal of information about water ice up to pressures of 0.21 TPa [4] [5] [6] , but this is far below the highest pressures to which water is subjected within planets. Shock wave experiments can reach much higher pressures, and sample precompression [7, 8] and ramped compression [9, 10] techniques can reduce the resulting temperatures to those more appropriate for planetary science.
The low-pressure and temperature phases of ice consist of packings of hydrogen-bonded water molecules [11] . Compression of the high-pressure molecular ice VIII phase leads to a transition at about 0.1 TPa to the ice X structure, in which the H atoms move to the midpoints between neighbouring O atoms and the molecules lose their separate identities [12] . Ice X is the highestpressure phase that has been observed experimentally, but DFT studies have predicted further phase transitions at higher pressures [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The structural chemistry of some of these phases is discussed in Ref. 18 .
We have performed DFT calculations [19] of structures with various H:O stoichiometries using the castep [20] plane-wave code, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [21] Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) density functional, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials [22] . We searched for low enthalpy structures using the ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS) method [23, 24] . This method has been applied to many systems including H 2 O at low pressures [25] , and hydrogen [26] [27] [28] and oxygen [29] at high pressures. AIRSS involves choosing starting structures and relaxing each of them to a minimum in the enthalpy. We have made extensive use of symmetry constraints in our searches. Starting structures were generated conforming to a particular space group symmetry, although they were otherwise random, and they were relaxed while maintaining the symmetry constraint. We performed searches for H 2 O structures with up to 16 formula units (fu), and searches for other stoichiometries were performed with up to 98 atoms [19] .
The stability ranges of the most energetically favorable phases of H 2 O are given in Table I , including those found in earlier DFT studies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The AIRSS calcu-lations produced three water ice structures of symmetries P 3 1 21 (or its chiral enantiomorph P 3 2 12), P cca and C2, with lower static-lattice enthalpies within the pressure range 0.78-2.36 TPa than those known previously, see Table I and Ref. 19 . We also found the P mc2 1 structure reported by McMahon [15] and the I42d phase of Ref.
17, but they are metastable on our phase diagram. At higher pressures we found the P 2 1 [15] [16] [17] , P 2 1 /c [16] and C2/m [15] structures of earlier studies. Theoretical predictions of still higher pressure phases have been reported but, as we show below, they are not stable [30] . We also performed calculations using the local density approximation (LDA) [31] for the P bca ↔ P 3 1 21 and P 2 1 /c ↔ C2/m transitions, which gave transition pressures similar to those using the PBE functional [19] . The LDA and PBE functionals have been tested successfully in many high-pressure studies. The pseudo-valence electronic charge densities of materials become more uniform at very high pressures, and the LDA and PBE functionals are particularly appropriate under such conditions because they obey the uniform limit and give an excellent description of the linear response of the electron gas to an applied potential [21] . Additional discussion of these issues for carbon at TPa pressures is presented in the Supplemental Material for Ref. 32 . It is important to include the quantum nuclear zeropoint (ZP) motion when considering the energetics of systems containing light atoms. We therefore calculated the vibrational modes of the most stable phases within the quasi-harmonic approximation and evaluated the corresponding contributions to the free energies and pressures. Technical details of the phonon calculations are given in the Supplemental Material [19] . The enthalpy-pressure relations of the relevant phases, including ZP motion, are shown in Fig. 1. (The enthalpy reduction arising from the P bcm distortion is too small to be visible on the scale of Fig. 1 .) When ZP motion effects are included the C2 and P 2 1 phases no longer have regions of thermodynamic stability, and our P 3 1 21 and P cca phases become stable in the ranges 0.77-1.44 TPa and 1.44-1.93 TPa, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the computed phase diagram including vibrational motion up to 2000 K. Note that our predicted pressure for the onset of stability of P 3 1 21 H 2 O of 0.77 TPa is not much higher than that of 0.7 TPa achieved in recent shock compression of water [33] , and that static compression of rhenium up to 0.64 TPa was recently achieved in a secondary anvil diamond cell [34] , so that the pressures considered here are likely to become accessible in the future.
The P bcm, P bca, P 2 1 , P 2 1 /c, C2/m, and I42d structures have been described in previous work [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The O atoms of the P 3 1 21 structure form hexagonal-closepacked (hcp) layers, which are stacked not in the middle of the triangles of the adjacent layers but mid-way along an edge, with a three-layer repeat, see Fig. 3 . The density increases by about 2% at the transition from P bca to P 3 1 21, which is reflected in the substantial reduction in the gradient of the enthalpy-pressure curve at the transition apparent in Fig. 1 . The O lattice of the layered P cca structure exhibits a quartz-like "bow-tie" motif [19] , and it is not particularly similar to any of the standard close packed structures. The primitive cells of the P 3 1 21 and P cca structures are large, containing 12 fu, and they appear to be of previously-unknown structure types. The C2 structure also exhibits the bow-tie motif. Details of the P 3 1 21, P cca and C2 structures are reported in the Supplemental Material [19] .
H 2 O and H 2 readily form hydrogen clathrate compounds at low pressures [35] . Much denser structures are favored at high pressures, which can lead to changes in bonding and/or decomposition into compounds of other stoichiometries, and a recent study has shown that H:O compounds other than H 2 O may be stable at TPa pressures [30] . For example, we have identified a high- symmetry, well-packed, very stable and insulating structure of hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) of space group P a3, see Fig. 3 , which contains O-O bonds and 3-fold coordinated H atoms. We have found that this phase plays an important role in determining the stability of H 2 O at high pressures.
We have searched over various H:O stoichiometries to investigate the stability of H 2 O to decomposition at TPa pressures. We found an instability of H 2 O at pressures a little above 5 TPa to a decomposition of the form
with δ ≥ 1/8. The right hand side of this reaction equation is simply H 2 O when δ = 0, but for δ > 0 it corresponds to the formation of H 2 O 2 and a hydrogen rich H 2+δ O compound. This instability is illustrated in more detail in the convex hull diagram of Fig. 4(a) . At high pressures the P a3 H 2 O 2 structure is on the convex hull at x = 0. At 4 TPa, which is below the instability to decomposition, the P 2 1 /c phase of water ice is on the convex hull and is stable. At 6 TPa the P 2 1 /c and C2/m phases are almost degenerate and the convex hull passes below them, and all H 2 O structures are unstable to decomposition. This decomposition is shown in Eq. 1, and it leads to the formation of H 2 O 2 + H 2+1/8 O, so that δ = 1/8. Note, however, that the enthalpies of hydrogen rich structures from δ = 1/8 up to about δ = 5/12 are on the convex hull and they are therefore also stable at 6 TPa. Some of the most stable structures that we have found with fractional values of δ have large unit cells containing up to 98 atoms. It is likely that a quasi-continuum of structures with different values of δ are stable at 6 TPa. We have also calculated the enthalpies of the structures at 5 TPa, and find that this pressure is close to, but just below the lowest pressure at which H 2 O decomposes. We therefore conclude that, at low temperatures, H 2 O becomes unstable to decomposition at pressures of a little above 5 TPa.
From δ = 0 up to somewhere between δ = 1/4 and 1/2 the hydrogen-rich H 2+δ O structures resemble the C2/m phase, but with layers of H atoms inserted, see Fig. 4(b) . We also found hydrogen deficient C2/m variants, but they are not stable under the conditions studied here. The appearance of structures with δ = 0 can be understood as a topotactic transition [36] to structures in which the O lattice is maintained, while the C2/m-like structures differ in the amount of hydrogen incorporated. These phases might be described as interstitial solid solutions.
The H 2+δ O phases are weakly metallic [19] . The relative enthalpies of the H 2+δ O phases correlate with the density of electronic states at the Fermi energy (eDos(E F )). The eDos(E F ) takes its minimum value at δ = 1/4, which corresponds to the minimum in the convex hull of Fig. 4 , see also Ref. 19 . This suggests that the relative stability of the H 2+δ O phases is connected with the Fermi surface/Bragg plane mechanism [37] , in which the energy is reduced by the formation of a pseudo-gap in the eDos around E F arising from a symmetry breaking mechanism, which in this case involves the insertion of H atoms. It is possible that the true ground states of the H 2+δ O phases could be incommensurate charge-densitywave metals with wavelengths related to the Fermi sur- 
face.
If H 2 O occurs under conditions of excess hydrogen, for example, at the core/mantle boundary in a gas giant planet, the metallic hydrogen-rich C2/m-like and bcclike phases that we have found could act as "hydrogen sponges", soaking up hydrogen from the mantle. We suggest that such a mechanism might play a role in erosion of the ice component in the core of gas giants as H 2 O comes into contact with H 2 . Entropic effects also favor dissolution of H:O compounds in hydrogen at high temperatures [38] .
In summary, we have found a new and rich mineralogy of complicated water ice phases of previously-unknown structure types, which lead to a revision of the predicted phase diagram of H 2 O within the pressure range of about 0.8-2 TPa and above 5 TPa. We predict that H 2 O decomposes into H 2 O 2 and hydrogen rich phases based on the layered C2/m structure of H 2 O and on phases with a bcc O lattice at pressures a little above 5 TPa. This suggests that H 2 O is not a stable compound at the highest pressures at which it has been suggested to occur within Jupiter. We suggest that the C2/m structure might play a role in the erosion of icy cores of gas giant planets. The insulator/metal transition is predicted to occur at the transition from P 2 1 /c to C2/m, but H 2 O is unstable to decomposition at this pressure, and therefore it does not have a thermodynamically stable low-temperature metallic form. Our study supports previous suggestions that icy planetary cores could be strongly eroded by contact with a hydrogen-rich mantle [38] [39] [40] .
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